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Sticky Note
Usually the question number

Sticky Note
The number of candidates attempting that question

Sticky Note
The mean score is calculated by adding up the individual candidate scores and dividing by the total number of candidates. If all candidates perform well on a particular item, the mean score will be close to the maximum mark. Conversely, if candidates as a whole perform poorly on the item there will be a large difference between the mean score and the maximum mark. A simple comparison of the mean marks will identify those items that contribute significantly to the overall performance of the candidates.However, because the maximum mark may not be the same for each item, a comparison of the means provides only a partial indication of candidate performance. Equal means does not necessarily imply equal performance. For questions with different maximum marks, the facility factor should be used to compare performance.

Sticky Note
The standard deviation measures the spread of the data about the mean score. The larger the standard deviation is, the more dispersed (or less consistent) the candidate performances are for that item. An increase in the standard deviation points to increased diversity amongst candidates, or to a more discriminating paper, as the marks are more dispersed about the centre. By contrast a decrease in the standard deviation would suggest more homogeneity amongst the candidates, or a less discriminating paper, as candidate marks are more clustered about the centre.

Sticky Note
This is the maximum mark for a particular question

Sticky Note
The facility factor for an item expresses the mean mark as a percentage of the maximum mark (Max. Mark) and is a measure of the accessibility of the item. If the mean mark obtained by candidates is close to the maximum mark, the facility factor will be close to 100 per cent and the item would be considered to be very accessible. If on the other hand the mean mark is low when compared with the maximum score, the facility factor will be small and the item considered less accessible to candidates.

Sticky Note
For each item the table shows the number (N) and percentage of candidates who attempted the question. When comparing items on this measure it is important to consider the order in which the items appear on the paper. If the total time available for a paper is limited, there is the possibility of some candidates running out of time. This may result in those items towards the end of the paper having a deflated figure on this measure. If the time allocated to the paper is not considered to be a significant factor, a low percentage may indicate issues of accessibility. Where candidates have a choice of question the statistics evidence candidate preferences, but will also be influenced by the teaching policy within centres.
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elmajxa

Sticky Note

An appropriate artist identified.







elmajxa

Sticky Note

A basic exploration of how the artist is represented mainly as how she is viewed by her fans and how social media allows fans to comment.



elmajxa

Sticky Note

Overall a basic exploration of how an artist is represented focusing on how fans post comments on those stories.Little sense of representational issues of stereotyping or constructing an image. Some sense of positive and negative. Little or minimal exploration of analysis of the images and representations presented on social media.AO1 2AO1 1Mark of 3/10
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elmajxa

Sticky Note

No other poster identified.



elmajxa

Sticky Note

Some comparison in evidence with reference to representations of men as being superior more dominant.



elmajxa

Sticky Note

Subject specific terminology used appropriately with direct mode of address.



elmajxa

Sticky Note

some subject specific terminology on stereotype



elmajxa

Sticky Note

More subject specific terminology emerging on patriarchal.







elmajxa

Sticky Note

Some sense of linking mise en scene to representations of men with some attempt at comparison.



elmajxa

Sticky Note

Overall a satisfactory analysis of the video game poster and one other example but the other example is not identified although there is some focus on representation.Satisfactory comparisons and satisfactory use of subject specific terminology on dominant men, direct mode of address,patriarchal.Band 3 Mark of 8
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(c) Briefly explain how one music radio programme you have studied appeals to 
audiences. [5] 


 


Band Mark 
AO1 


Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the key concepts of media 
studies 


5 5 
marks 


• Very good, perceptive explanation of how the music radio programme 
studied appeals to audiences, demonstrating detailed and accurate 
knowledge and understanding  


4 4 
marks 


• Good explanation of how the music radio programme studied appeals 
to audiences, demonstrating accurate knowledge and understanding  


3 3 
marks 


• Satisfactory explanation of how the music radio programme studied 
appeals to audiences, demonstrating generally accurate knowledge 
and understanding and satisfactory reference to the radio programme  


2 2 
marks 


• Basic explanation of how the music radio programme studied appeals 
to audiences, demonstrating limited knowledge and understanding 


1 1 
mark 


• Minimal explanation of how a music radio programme would appeal to 
audiences 


 0 
marks • Response not credit worthy / not attempted 


 
 
Indicative Content 
 
Answers may include: 
• Specific reference to the music radio programme studied  
• Reference to the choice of music played in the music radio programme studied  
• Use of typical codes and conventions in the music radio programme studied such as 


jingles, music beds, features, radio ‘chat’ between hosts, news items  
• Discussion of audience engagement such as through social media, telephoning or 


texting the host  
• Explanation of the adopted mode of address in the music radio programme studied  
• Use of mobile technology such as streaming services, podcasts, downloads 
• Discussion of the host of the music radio programme studied 
• Theoretical perspectives about audience, such as Uses and Gratifications  
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The artist I studied was Lady Gaga.  I studied both official social media accounts and 
fan accounts of the artist and how they represent her. 


The official twitter account of Lady gaga is “@ladygaga”.  This account is verified 
which means we can trust it.  Lady Gaga is able to represent and market herself how 
she would like to.  Her profile picture is of her dressed up in expensive clothing and 
with a full face of make-up. This shows the audience her wealth and success.  The 
background banner is the picture if her new album cover with the capital letters at 
the title “ENIGMA”.  This is a good way of marketing her album. 


Her “twitter feed” is filled with images of Lady Gaga looking powerful and successful.  
She looks “perfect” and will appeal as a roll model to her audience.  She also has 
photos of her with other celebrities such as “Bradley Cooper” and other artists like 
“Taylor Swift” and “Sia”.  This shows she is popular and has a social life.  All of these 
factors come to a conclusion that she represents herself as powerful, successful and 
a roll model that you should look up to. 


Her fan made twitter account of Lady Gaga is “@gagamonster96”.  Unlike the official 
account having millions of followers, the fan account has around 700,000 which is 
still a lot!  This account is also followed by her official account @ladygaga which 
shows she supports and appreciates the account. 


The profile picture on this account is a shot taken from her latest film “a star is born” 
which shows her naturaly smiling playing a piano.  This is a possitive representation 
as it shows she can do more than just sing, she is multitalented.  The background 
banner shows another shot from the film.  It is a wide shot of her looking up and 
admiring Bradley Cooper.  This shows her romantic side and how she is an ordinary 
person who can be in love.   


In my opinion this account humanises Lady Gaga.  The twitter “feed” shows he in a 
natural state without a full face of make up.  There are photos of her with fans 
smiling and photos of her with her family.  She is not showing off so she is 
represented as humbel.   


The fan account also produces up to date information about her latest concerts and 
VIP meet and greets.  This yet again can be a representation of Lady Gaga.  She is 
represented as busy and constantly hard working.  She wants to please her fans. 


 


 


 



elmajxa

Highlight



elmajxa

Sticky Note

An appropriate music artist identified.



elmajxa

Highlight



elmajxa

Sticky Note

A good sense of the artist being represented  linked to marketing.



elmajxa

Highlight



elmajxa

Sticky Note

AO2  Very good detailed analysis of how the artist is represented through the images selected and constructed.



elmajxa

Highlight



elmajxa

Sticky Note

A very good sense of representations linked to images on social media.



elmajxa

Highlight



elmajxa

Sticky Note

A very good sense of representations demonstrating very good knowledge and understanding of an artist is represented with accurate knowledge and understanding of representations.



elmajxa

Highlight



elmajxa

Sticky Note

Broader range of social media products identified demonstrating a perceptive exploration of the representations and a very good detailed analysis of the fansites on social media.



elmajxa

Highlight



elmajxa

Sticky Note

Very good analysis , detailed and sophisticated with effective use of subject specific terminolgy linked to representations and the construction of the representation of the selected artist.



elmajxa

Sticky Note

Overall a Band 5 response with Very good perceptive exploration of how Lady Gaga is represented on a range of social media demonstrating detailed and accurate knowledge and understanding of representation.The response also demonstrates very good detailed analysis of how an artist or band is represented on social media  with detailed and appropriate reference to the artist .Band 5 AO1 5AO2 5 Mark of 10/10



elmajxa

Sticky Note












elmajxa

Sticky Note

A radio station identified not a specific programme.



elmajxa

Sticky Note

A basic explanation of some of the conventions used to appeal to audiences.



elmajxa

Sticky Note

A basic sense of audience and how the conventions appeal.



elmajxa

Sticky Note

Overall a Band 2 response with a basic explanation of how the music radio station ( not a specific programme) appeals.
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The artist I studied was Lady Gaga.  I studied both official social media accounts and 
fan accounts of the artist and how they represent her. 


The official twitter account of Lady gaga is “@ladygaga”.  This account is verified 
which means we can trust it.  Lady Gaga is able to represent and market herself how 
she would like to.  Her profile picture is of her dressed up in expensive clothing and 
with a full face of make-up. This shows the audience her wealth and success.  The 
background banner is the picture if her new album cover with the capital letters at 
the title “ENIGMA”.  This is a good way of marketing her album. 


Her “twitter feed” is filled with images of Lady Gaga looking powerful and successful.  
She looks “perfect” and will appeal as a roll model to her audience.  She also has 
photos of her with other celebrities such as “Bradley Cooper” and other artists like 
“Taylor Swift” and “Sia”.  This shows she is popular and has a social life.  All of these 
factors come to a conclusion that she represents herself as powerful, successful and 
a roll model that you should look up to. 


Her fan made twitter account of Lady Gaga is “@gagamonster96”.  Unlike the official 
account having millions of followers, the fan account has around 700,000 which is 
still a lot!  This account is also followed by her official account @ladygaga which 
shows she supports and appreciates the account. 


The profile picture on this account is a shot taken from her latest film “a star is born” 
which shows her naturaly smiling playing a piano.  This is a possitive representation 
as it shows she can do more than just sing, she is multitalented.  The background 
banner shows another shot from the film.  It is a wide shot of her looking up and 
admiring Bradley Cooper.  This shows her romantic side and how she is an ordinary 
person who can be in love.   


In my opinion this account humanises Lady Gaga.  The twitter “feed” shows he in a 
natural state without a full face of make up.  There are photos of her with fans 
smiling and photos of her with her family.  She is not showing off so she is 
represented as humbel.   


The fan account also produces up to date information about her latest concerts and 
VIP meet and greets.  This yet again can be a representation of Lady Gaga.  She is 
represented as busy and constantly hard working.  She wants to please her fans. 
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The video game cover I will be comparing to the “Emergency 2017” poster is 
“Uncharted 4”. 


This cover is a possitive representation of a man but on the other hand is not a 
realistic representation for what a man should be.  


The protagonist is stood in a dark forest.  It is a wet and dirty setting with littel light 
behind the wide shot of the male.  He is covered in dirt, has wet hair and looks like 
he has lost hope.  He is physically fit and attractive and has large mucels.  He looks 
like a “force to be reckoned with” and a danger to others.  This contrasts with the 
“Emergency 2017” as that male protagonist is preventing danger to others. 


The “Uncharted 4” cover also has lots of comparisons to “Emergency 2017”.  There 
are wepons in both posters which show danger and power that men possess.  They 
both also focus on the “mise-en-scene” of having a dark atmosphere, dirty/sweaty 
skin on the characters and also the feeling of the loss of hope. 


“Uncharted 4” gives an unrealistic representation of masculinity. The “hero” is 
strong, fit and attractive.  Yes the “alpha male” stereotype is to be strong but this 
vidio game cover takes it too far.  The man is “too perfect” and may make male 
gamers feel like they arnt strong enough or that they arnt perfect. 


On the other hand “Emergency 2017” is realistic.  The protagonists arnt over 
stereotyped and stand as a natural representation of masculinity.  This is by being 
heroic, helpful and brave.  This is a good role model for males to look up to.  Isn’t it? 



elmajxa

Highlight



elmajxa

Sticky Note

An appropriate video game cover to compare with the examination resource material



elmajxa

Highlight



elmajxa

Sticky Note

A clear sense of addressing the question with representations and subject specific terminology linked to issues of representation.



elmajxa

Highlight



elmajxa

Sticky Note

Subject specific terminology used explicitly linking representation to narrative codes and character functions.



elmajxa

Highlight



elmajxa

Sticky Note

Subject specific terminology linking technical codes to representations of gender



elmajxa

Highlight



elmajxa

Sticky Note

Clear sense of comparison with examination resource material linking gender representation using subject specific terminology.



elmajxa

Highlight



elmajxa

Sticky Note

Subject specific terminology used effectively linking symbolic codes through mise en scene to character functions.



elmajxa

Highlight



elmajxa

Sticky Note

Some complexity recognised here which engages fully with sophisticated representations of men to achieve Band 5.



elmajxa

Highlight



elmajxa

Highlight



elmajxa

Highlight



elmajxa

Sticky Note

Again to reinforce issues of complexity recognised in contemporary representation of men through balancing the argument proposed which clearly achieves band 5 



elmajxa

Sticky Note

Overall a Band 5 response with excellent detailed analysis of a video game poster and one other poster which engages with some sophisticated aspects of representation of men.Excellent detailed and appropriate comparisons between the video game posters with excellent consistent use of subject specific terminology.Band 5 Mark of 14/15
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(d)  Compare the representation of men in one contemporary video game poster 
you have studied and the Emergency 2017 video game poster. 


 
In your answer you may refer to how both use: 
• characters 
• stereotypes [15] 


 


Band Mark 
AO2  


Apply knowledge and understanding of the key concepts of media 
studies to analyse media products 


5 13-15 
marks 


• Excellent, detailed analysis of the video game poster and one other 
poster, which engages fully with sophisticated aspects of the 
representation of men 


• Excellent, detailed and appropriate comparisons between the video 
game posters 


• Excellent, consistent use of subject specific terminology, which may 
include reference to theoretical perspectives  


4 10-12 
marks 


• Good, reasonably detailed analysis of the video game poster and 
one contemporary video game poster, which engages in places with 
sophisticated aspects of the representation of men  


• Good, reasonably detailed and appropriate comparisons between 
the two video game posters 


• Good use of subject specific terminology  


3 7-9 
marks 


• Satisfactory analysis of the print advertisement and one 
contemporary video game poster, although the focus is on obvious 
aspects of the representations and there may be lapses into 
description  


• Satisfactory comparisons between the two video game posters 
• Satisfactory use of subject specific terminology 


2 4-6 
marks 


• Basic analysis of the video game poster and one contemporary 
video game poster, although there is a tendency to describe 


• Basic comparisons between the two video game posters  
• Basic use of subject specific terminology, sometimes with a lack of 


relevance, clarity or accuracy  


1 1-3 
marks 


• Minimal, if any, analysis of the video game poster and one 
contemporary video game poster - the response is descriptive 


• Minimal, if any, comparisons between the two video game posters 
• Minimal use of subject specific terminology, with a lack of relevance, 


clarity and accuracy 


 0 
marks • Response not credit worthy / not attempted 
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Indicative Content  
 
The application of knowledge and understanding will be demonstrated through explanation 
of examples studied in the resource material and through comparisons with other case 
studies that have been studied.  
 
Answers should apply knowledge and understanding of the key concepts of representation.  
 
Answers could apply knowledge and understanding of how characters in narratives are 
constructed through:  
 
• Storylines, themes, plots as suggested by the video game posters 
• Character functions  
• Reference to Propp 


 
Answers could apply knowledge and understanding of how visual codes are used to 
represent men – e.g. body language, facial expressions, location and dress codes. This 
may be linked to the narratives and characters. 
 
Answers could apply knowledge and understanding of stereotyping as a process including 
possible references to: 
• construction – selecting and editing 
• positive and negative stereotyping  
• dominant / subordinate power relationships 
• dominant ideologies / alternatives  
• categorisation  
• repetition  
• evaluation.  


 
Answer could apply knowledge and understanding of stereotyping as a means of 
challenging or reinforcing ideologies including possible references to:  
• ideologies of gender – macho males/ caring / thoughtful males/ bravery 
• active / passive  
• role reversals  
• masculinity / femininity.  


 
Examples could include comparisons between:  
• representations of gender in other video games which often feature violent macho 


male heroes as opposed to the Emergency 2017 video game poster which shows 
caring, brave, selfless public service workers as firefighters and first responders 


• Other examples may include super heroes, Super Mario, or soldiers. 
• There may be discussion of comparisons with different genres of video games such 


as action, adventure, shoot ‘em ups, crime, and war. 
 
Answers could make reasoned judgements and conclusions regarding how far the 
representation of men is similar and different in the two video game posters. 
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2


SECTION A: Representations – advertising, video games and newspapers


Study the video game poster shown opposite and then answer question 1 below.


The video game poster is for the Real Time strategy game ‘Emergency 2017’
produced by Deep Silver.


1. (a) Briefly describe how one man is represented in the poster for Emergency 2017. [2]


 (b) Briefly explain how the design and layout is used in this video game poster. [5]


 (c) Explore how mise-en-scène (settings, locations, costume, props) is used to represent 
men in this video game poster. [8]


 (d) Compare the representation of men in one contemporary video game cover you have 
studied and the Emergency 2017 video game poster.


  In your answer you may refer to how both use:


 • characters
 • stereotypes [15]


SECTION B: Music


2.   


  


 (c) Briefly explain how one music radio programme you have studied appeals to audiences.
 [5]


3. Explore how one contemporary artist or band you have studied is represented on social media.
 [10]


 
  


END OF PAPER


© WJEC CBAC Ltd.












BBC Radio 1 appeals to its audience in different ways.  It plays the most current and 
popular music in the charts which is what their teenage/young adult audience will 
want to hear. 


It has competitions that audiences can enter to win tickets to concerts and festivals 
bit also VIP invites to meet their roll models and idols/;  Audience interaction is a 
good way in which Radio 1 appeals to it’s audience as people at home can “call in” 
and request their faverout songs by their faverout artists. 


Lastly the station often has the same DJ and presenters on the show (Nick Grimshaw) 
which audience members like and peronaly connect with. 



elmajxa

Highlight



elmajxa

Sticky Note

Radio Station identified not programme.



elmajxa

Highlight



elmajxa

Sticky Note

A clear sense of audience identified.



elmajxa

Highlight



elmajxa

Sticky Note

Good explanation of how the codes and conventions of radio appeals to audiences.



elmajxa

Sticky Note

Demonstration of accurate knowledge and understanding of the codes and conventions of radio programmes.



elmajxa

Sticky Note

Radio programme identified here to move it to Band 4.



elmajxa

Highlight



elmajxa

Highlight



elmajxa

Sticky Note

Overall a Band4 response with good explanation of how the music radio the The radio programme appeals through a range of codes and conventions with a programme identified through the presenter.Mark of 4/5
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BBC Radio 1 appeals to its audience in different ways.  It plays the most current and 
popular music in the charts which is what their teenage/young adult audience will 
want to hear. 


It has competitions that audiences can enter to win tickets to concerts and festivals 
bit also VIP invites to meet their roll models and idols/;  Audience interaction is a 
good way in which Radio 1 appeals to it’s audience as people at home can “call in” 
and request their faverout songs by their faverout artists. 


Lastly the station often has the same DJ and presenters on the show (Nick Grimshaw) 
which audience members like and peronaly connect with. 
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elmajxa

Sticky Note

No other example identified and the focus clearly on comparing men and women which is not the focus of the question. 



elmajxa

Sticky Note

Some attempt to compare with the examination resource material but again no example identified other than its content and a focus on women. Some subject specific terminology used but not necessarily appropriate as it refers to women. 



elmajxa

Sticky Note

Use of subject specific terminology appropriately in stereotype and related to appropriate examination resource and reference to men.



elmajxa

Sticky Note

Overall a Level 2 response with a basic analysis of a video game poster and one contemporary example although the other example is not identified.There are basic comparisons between the posters and a basic use of subject specific terminology.Band 2  Mark of 4/15
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elmajxa

Sticky Note

Some sense of creating a representation for promotional purposes on social media.



elmajxa

Sticky Note

A sense of representations emerging through an objectified image but a little confused as to the application of theory and the male gaze. 



elmajxa

Sticky Note

Some sense of representation through hardworking linked to posts about concerts.



elmajxa

Sticky Note

Again some attempt to explore representations of gender and application of theory but not confident in explanation.



elmajxa

Sticky Note

Overall AO1  A satisfactory exploration of how the artist is represented with generally accurate knowledge and understanding of representation.Ao2 A good reasonably detailed analysis of how Lady Gaga is represented on social media with good detail and appropriate reference to the artist.AO1 3AO2 4Mark of 7.
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The video game cover I will be comparing to the “Emergency 2017” poster is 
“Uncharted 4”. 


This cover is a possitive representation of a man but on the other hand is not a 
realistic representation for what a man should be.  


The protagonist is stood in a dark forest.  It is a wet and dirty setting with littel light 
behind the wide shot of the male.  He is covered in dirt, has wet hair and looks like 
he has lost hope.  He is physically fit and attractive and has large mucels.  He looks 
like a “force to be reckoned with” and a danger to others.  This contrasts with the 
“Emergency 2017” as that male protagonist is preventing danger to others. 


The “Uncharted 4” cover also has lots of comparisons to “Emergency 2017”.  There 
are wepons in both posters which show danger and power that men possess.  They 
both also focus on the “mise-en-scene” of having a dark atmosphere, dirty/sweaty 
skin on the characters and also the feeling of the loss of hope. 


“Uncharted 4” gives an unrealistic representation of masculinity. The “hero” is 
strong, fit and attractive.  Yes the “alpha male” stereotype is to be strong but this 
vidio game cover takes it too far.  The man is “too perfect” and may make male 
gamers feel like they arnt strong enough or that they arnt perfect. 


On the other hand “Emergency 2017” is realistic.  The protagonists arnt over 
stereotyped and stand as a natural representation of masculinity.  This is by being 
heroic, helpful and brave.  This is a good role model for males to look up to.  Isn’t it? 
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2


SECTION A: Representations – advertising, video games and newspapers


Study the video game poster shown opposite and then answer question 1 below.


The video game poster is for the Real Time strategy game ‘Emergency 2017’
produced by Deep Silver.


1. (a) Briefly describe how one man is represented in the poster for Emergency 2017. [2]


 (b) Briefly explain how the design and layout is used in this video game poster. [5]


 (c) Explore how mise-en-scène (settings, locations, costume, props) is used to represent 
men in this video game poster. [8]


 (d) Compare the representation of men in one contemporary video game cover you have 
studied and the Emergency 2017 video game poster.


  In your answer you may refer to how both use:


 • characters
 • stereotypes [15]


SECTION B: Music


   


   


 
 


3. Explore how one contemporary artist or band you have studied is represented on social media.
 [10]


4. Explain how camerawork and editing are used in one historical music video you have studied.
  [10]


END OF PAPER


© WJEC CBAC Ltd.
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3.  Explore how one contemporary artist or band you have studied is represented on 
social media. [10] 


 


Band 
AO1 


Demonstrate knowledge and 
understanding of the key concepts of 


media studies 


AO2 
Apply knowledge and understanding of 
the key concepts of media studies to 


analyse media products 


5 


5 marks 
• Very good, perceptive exploration of 


how an artist or band is represented  
• Response demonstrates detailed and 


accurate knowledge and understanding 
of representation 


5 marks 
• Very good, detailed analysis of how an 


artist or band is represented on social 
media 


• Very good, detailed and appropriate 
reference to the artist or band on social 
media  


 Very good, consistent use of subject specific terminology 


4 


4 marks 
• Good exploration of how an artist or 


band is represented  
• Response demonstrates accurate 


knowledge and understanding of 
representation 


4 marks 
• Good, reasonably detailed analysis of 


how an artist or band is represented on 
social media 


• Good, reasonably detailed and 
appropriate reference to the artist or 
band on social media 


 Good use of subject specific terminology 


3 


3 marks 
• Satisfactory exploration of how an artist 


or band is represented  
• Response demonstrates generally 


accurate knowledge and understanding 
of representation 


3 marks 
• Satisfactory analysis of how an artist or 


band is represented on social media.  
• Satisfactory reference to the artist or 


band on social media. 


 Satisfactory use of subject specific terminology 


2 


2 marks 
• Basic exploration of how an artist or 


band is represented  
• Response demonstrates limited 


knowledge and understanding of 
representation 


• 2 marks 
• Basic analysis of how an artist or band 


is represented on music on social 
media 


• Basic reference to the artist or band on 
social media 


 Limited use of subject specific terminology, sometimes with a lack of relevance, clarity 
or accuracy 


1 


1 mark 
• Minimal exploration of how an artist or 


band are represented 


1 mark 
• Minimal, if any, analysis of how an 


artist or band is represented on social 
media 


• Minimal, if any, reference to the artist 
or band on social media 


 Minimal use of subject specific terminology, with a lack of relevance, clarity and 
accuracy 


 
0 marks 


• Response not credit worthy / not 
attempted 


0 marks 
• Response not credit worthy / not 


attempted 
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Indicative Content 
 
AO1  
Answers should demonstrate knowledge and understanding of how an artist or band is 
represented.  
 
Answers may explain:  
• The use of stereotypes (which may conform or challenge the stereotypical / ideological 


view of the genre of music)  
• How representations are constructed, through technical codes, visual codes and symbolic 


codes (including gesture, dress, body language, setting/location, object/instruments, 
colour) 


 
AO2  
Answers should apply their knowledge and understanding of the concept of representations 
through the application to an appropriate case study of an artist or band on social media such as 
Facebook, Snapchat, Instagram or Twitter. 
 
Answers may explore: 
• Analysis of the social media products in terms of the choices made by media producers to 


construct the representations  
• The positive and/or negative representation of the artist or band 
• Representations of gender – masculinity / femininity - the conformity of these 


representations – how they challenge or reinforce gender representation 
• Representations of social groups 
• Messages, values and points of view inherent in the representations  


 
All valid alternatives should be credited. 
 
A suitable case study for an artist or band could be similar to the band Clean Bandit, which might 
explore: 
• how social media provides a most interesting range of interpretations and representation of 


both gender and of popular music bands 
• representation could be seen as very positive through the images of classical music 


performers in that they are all very talented gifted classically trained musicians 
• a wide range of still and moving images are presented  
• they subvert the usual stereotype of classically trained musicians with very colourful 


fashionable punk style clothing 
• they often work in collaboration with other more pop genre performers 
• cross genres style is a positive representation fusion of electronic/ classical /dance and pop 
• all Cambridge students and are politically active 
• connotations of title Clean Bandit / translated from Russian as complete rebels which 


provides alternative reading of classical style 
• banner album art portrait of band with surrealist style artwork against panoramic mountain 


landscape with track roads signifying journeys through spitual places 
• use of circle design portrait shots 
• Twitter feed content, for example includes still images of band 
• use of features such as behind the scenes on tour 
• evidence of interaction with fans - ‘Keep the vids coming you guys are amazing’ 
• settings such as exotic places and fast boats 
• the use of point-of-view shots position the audience as going on the journey with the band 


members and suggests their admiration for the boys/men. 
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2


SECTION A: Representations – advertising, video games and newspapers


Study the video game poster shown opposite and then answer question 1 below.


The video game poster is for the Real Time strategy game ‘Emergency 2017’
produced by Deep Silver.


1.   


   


   
 


 (d) Compare the representation of men in one contemporary video game cover you have 
studied and the Emergency 2017 video game poster.


  In your answer you may refer to how both use:


 • characters
 • stereotypes [15]


SECTION B: Music


2. (a) Identify one way in which digital technology is used by audiences to listen to music. [1]


 (b) Briefly outline why music radio programmes are important to artists and bands. [4]


 (c) Briefly explain how one music radio programme you have studied appeals to audiences.
 [5]


3. Explore how one contemporary artist or band you have studied is represented on social media.
 [10]


4. Explain how camerawork and editing are used in one historical music video you have studied.
  [10]


END OF PAPER


© WJEC CBAC Ltd.












elmajxa

Sticky Note

A radio station identified not a programme.



elmajxa

Sticky Note

Type of music identified and contributions from listeners.



elmajxa

Sticky Note

Appeal of presenters, but not identified.







elmajxa

Sticky Note

More conventions identified through use of competitions and phone ins.



elmajxa

Sticky Note

A clear sense of audience appeals through celebrity news.



elmajxa

Sticky Note

Overall a band 3 response due to a failure to identify a specific programme as asked by the question.Band 3 Mark of 3
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